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Zip Ties

Beginning at the highest point of your installation, zip tie the
yarn bomb to secure it to the object and line up your seams.

Installing the Yarn Bomb
 

1.

Ensure the granny square seams are on the internal side of the yarn
bomb before zip tying.

   2. Zip tie all your seams together beginning for the top of you   
 ggg installation, and work your way down. This will assist with
ggg sewing the seams and reduce the tension on the yarn. 
   3. Once you have completed zip tying the seams, you can begin
ffff sewing the seams together. 

Sketch and Measure your target

Draw a rough diagram of your object, then take measurements of each
section you’re planning to cover, including height, width and/or
circumference, and put them on your diagram.

Begin sewing your granny squares together to match the
targets width and circumference. Begin from the bottom of
the yarn bomb, gathering the squares to match the
circumference and sew the first row of squares. 

Arranging the granny squares & stitching

It is better to over estimate then under estimate the size of your
yarn bomb. Note that you can fold the excess of the yarn bomb
inside the seams, so you are left with a nice fitted wrap around
your item. 

1.

Ensure all your seams are on the same side as each other, as it will assist
with installing the yarn bomb.

   2. Once you have completed the first row, arrange your           
 sss second row of squares (treat it like a big game of Tetris). 

Take note of where the seams will meet for the install (example below).
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Creating the granny squares

Regardless of if you knit or crochet, the concept is the same for yarn
bombing with granny squares. There is no specific size your granny
squares need to be, they can be long, short, wide or they can be an
assortment of different shapes and sizes. Get creative with the way
you would like to design your yarn bomb. You may want a patchwork
style, or create a pattern, or create a uniform look. 
If you are struggling for inspiration look at images of different styles of yarn
bombs online. 

How to Yarn Bomb

You have now successfully
yarn bombed your target!

Fold around


